
RebelRebelwingwing

by Andrea Tang
Rescued by some sort of machine while evading law enforcers during a
smuggling deal gone wrong, Pru discovers that her government’s
ridiculously expensive new war weapon, a sentient cybernetic dragon,
has imprinted on her.

The tollThe toll

by Neal Shusterman
Citra and Rowan have disappeared. Endura is gone. It seems like nothing
stands between Scythe Goddard and absolute dominion over the world
scythedom. With the silence of the Thunderhead and the reverberations
of the Great Resonance still shaking the earth to its core, the question
remains: Is there anyone left who can stop him?

VVictories Greater Than Deathictories Greater Than Death

by Charlie Jane Anders
Tina never worries about being 'ordinary'--she doesn't have to, since
she's known practically forever that she's not just Tina Mains, average
teenager and beloved daughter. She's also the keeper of an
interplanetary rescue beacon, and one day soon, it's going to activate,
and then her dreams of saving all the worlds and adventuring among the
stars will finally be possible.

Shatter ciShatter cityty

by Scott Westerfeld
In a sequel to Impostors, Frey assumes her twin’s identity to destroy her
murderous father before becoming stranded in a city of interface-
regulated emotions, where she joins in the defense against catastrophic
invaders.
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ContagionContagion

by Erin Bowman
Responding to a distress call on the distant planet of Achlys, Thea Sadik
and her search-and-rescue crew are confronted by a zombie-like
outbreak that forces them to uncover a monstrous enemy.

A complicated love story set in spaceA complicated love story set in space

by Shaun David Hutchinson
Sixteen-year-olds Noa, DJ, and Jenny awake on a spaceship, unaware of
how they got there or what is coming, but soon Noa and DJ are falling in
love

A crash of fateA crash of fate

by Zoraida Córdova
Thirteen years after her parents' death and her departure from Batuu,
Izzy, now a low-level smuggler, returns to her childhood planet, where
she reconnects with her former best friend Jules, who has never left
their homeworld

The door at the end of the worThe door at the end of the worldld

by Caroline Carlson
Discovering that her boss has gone missing, that the doorway between
her world and other dimensions is broken and that it all might be her
fault, Gatekeeper's deputy Lucy breaks the rules for the first time during
a quest through seven worlds involving new friends and a swarm of
magical bees. 40,000 first printing. Simultaneous eBook.

The Electric KingdomThe Electric Kingdom

by David Arnold
BookAfter a deadly Fly Flu spreads throughout the world, survivors Nico,
her dog, young artist Kit, and the mysterious Deliverer roam the earth,
seeking to evade the Flies and find a place where life and love can thrive
again.

Escaping ElevenEscaping Eleven

by Jerri Chisholm
Four generations after a no longer inhabitable Earth forces survivors to
move underground, a 16-year-old hobby fighter who longs to escape
her violent compound life forges an unlikely bond with a privileged but
unhappy teen who tries to persuade her to stay.

The KingdomThe Kingdom

by Jess Rothenberg
Court testimony, interrogations and flashbacks trace the experiences of
a half-human, half-android princess, designed to entertain visitors to a
futuristic fantasy theme park, who begins to experience emotions and
feelings counter to her programming before she is accused of murder.

The last lieThe last lie

by Patricia Forde
A conclusion to the story that began with The List finds Wordsmith Letta
and her fellow rebels rising up against an evil new ruler who would
eliminate language from the human race, rendering it impossible for
anyone to express themselves.

The lion of MarsThe lion of Mars

by Jennifer L. Holm
"Bell has spent his whole life on Mars. But he's still just a regular kid - he
loves cats, any kind of cake, and is curious about the secrets the adults
in the US colony are keeping. Like, why they don't have contact with
anyone on the other Mars colonies? Why are they so isolated? When a
virus breaks out and the grown-ups all fall ill, Bell and the other children
are the only ones who can help.

The light at the bottom of the worThe light at the bottom of the worldld

by London Shah
Enduring a subterranean existence beneath the ruins of a submerged
London at the end of the 21st century, a teen joins a prestigious
submersible race in the hope of clearing her father’s name before
unexpected corruption exposes devastating truths.
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